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A temporary hammer

Fig. 1

One tool which you will need in making almost all the other tools mentioned in the following pages is a hammer. If you can borrow one or a suitable substitute for a day or so, you can move on to the next section. If not, you can make a temporary hammer quickly.

You will need the following materials:

- One large nut and bolt to the dimensions shown
- One piece of wood, such as a thick branch of a tree Length: Not less than 35 cm (cm = centimeter) Circumference: Between 21 cm and 23 cm
- One nail, 7/1/2 cm long
- Three nails, 5 cm long

Fig. 2

To measure the circumference of the wood, wrap a piece of string around the wood as shown and mark the string. The measure the distance between the marks. This distance should be between 21 cm and 23 cm.
With a large knife, slice the piece of wood down the middle to a distance of 16 centimeters. Force the bolt into the slit and down four centimeters from the top. Place the nut on the bolt.

To keep the bolt in place and the wood from splitting further, you will need to hammer a few nails as shown in the diagram. A heavy stone can be used to drive in the nails.
A chisel

Fig. 5

You will often need to cut off small pieces of wood from a large piece, or cut a tin. The chisel will help you do these things, as well as many other kinds of cutting work.

To make a chisel you will need:

- One nail, 15 cm long
- Hammer

You will also need a very hard surface to work on. You could use a piece of iron from an old automobile, or any other kind of scrap iron. Sometimes a heavy piece of metal is around the school compound, such as metal that is banged to make a sound calling the pupils together for assembly.

Put the nail on the piece of iron and, with the hammer, hit the pointed end of the nail until it is flattened. The following three diagrams show (A) a 15 cm nail before hammering, (B.) the
hammered nail from a top view and (C) the hammered nail from a side view, showing how it has been flattened.

Diagram A

Diagram B

Diagram C

The nail is then cut with a hacksaw blade to get a flat edge. The following diagrams show the angle of cut to be made.

Fig. 6

After cutting, the edge needs to be sharpened by rubbing it against a hard rock. If a hard rock cannot be found, you can buy a small file. After sharpening the edge should look like the one in the following diagram.

Fig. 7
Remember that files are made of metal which will rust easily. Rust destroys the sharp edges on the teeth of the file. A small amount of cooking oil or fat can be put on the file after it is used each time and this will prevent rust.

Most nails you buy will probably be made of soft metal. When you use the chisel it will become damaged or blunted quickly. You can harden the tip by the following procedure. Make a fire and place the end of the nail in the fire, keeping it there until it is glowing red. Then drop it quickly into a tin of cold water. Repeat this procedure several times.

**Using the Chisel**

The chisel is very useful in shaping wood or cutting holes in wood. When pupils make holes in wood, they usually try to chip out big pieces of wood. It will be easier if they cut only small pieces at a time. This practice will also preserve the chisel. There will be occasions when you or your pupils will want to chip away part of a piece of wood to get a certain width. Again, chip off small slices at a time until the desired thickness is reached.

Another use for the chisel is the cutting of tins.

**Fig. 8**

Cutting on a hard surface will damage the point of the chisel. Be sure to place the tin on a wooden surface such as a thick tree branch. When you cut through the tin, the point will go into the wood and the chisel will need to be pulled out before making the next cut.

Remember that the chisel cuts best when it is sharp. Keep a hard stone or file around the classroom and encourage the pupils to use these sharpening tools often.

**A drill**

Sometimes you may need to make a small hole through a piece of wood. The following tool will help you do this.

**Fig. 9**
You will need these materials to make the drill:

- One nail, 8 cm long
- One piece of wood such as a branch of a tree
  - The wood should be very hard
  - Length: about 12 cm
  - Thickness: between 10 and 12 cm (See page 1 for instructions on measuring the thickness.)
- Hammer

The first step is to flatten the point of the nail as you did when making the chisel. Hammer the point until flattened as shown in the diagram.

**Fig. 10**

The flattened point is then hammered into the center of the end of the piece of wood as shown in the following diagram. Cut the head off the nail with a hacksaw blade. This exposed end of the nail is hammered until it is flattened.

Nail with head off before being flattened:

**Fig. 11**

Nail after being hammered:
Finally, sharpen the end using a hard stone, or by rubbing it on a hard cement floor until the point looks like this:

The same procedure can be used to make drills of various sizes, using different sized nails. When using large nails, make sure the wood for the handle is thick enough in diameter so that it will not crack or split when the drill is being used.

To use the drill, grasp the butt of the handle with the palm of the hand as shown in the diagram. Press down as you twist the nail back and forth through the wood.
The drill also can be used to prepare a piece of wood for a nail. If a hole is made in a piece of wood before a nail is pounded into it, the wood will be less likely to split. Choose a drill which will make a hole that is slightly smaller in diameter than the nail that you want to use. Drill the hole not quite through the other end. When joining two pieces of wood, do this for both pieces. Then bang the nail through the holes in the two pieces.

Saw made with two pieces of wood

Fig. 15

You will need the following materials:

- One hacksaw blade which can be of either of the two types shown in the diagram. The length can be 25 or 30 cm.
• One small tree branch:

A branch which divides into two branches of about equal thicknesses should be found. The blade can be used to cut it from the tree.

Fig. 17

The thinnest part of this piece of wood should be measured to make sure it is thick enough. It should be at least 8 cm around. The wood must be strong enough so that the hacksaw blade remains tight. If the wood is too thin, it will bend when the saw is being used, and the blade will also bend. The blade will last longer the less it bends.

You will also need:

One straight piece of wood, about 18 cm long
Four Nails
For most pieces of wood, it is best to use three nails that have a length of 4 cm and one nail that has a length of 2 to 3 cm. For pieces of wood that are much thicker than the measurements shown above, nails that have a length of 5 cm are needed.

Hammer

Drill

Making the Saw

If necessary, cut off the two bottom ends of the piece of wood so that the distance between the two ends is the same as the length of the hacksaw blade.

Fig. 18

The hacksaw blade is used to make a cut in each end of the piece of wood. These cuts should be aligned with each other so that the blade can be placed into the cuts without becoming bent. The cuts should be about as deep as the width of the blade.

Before putting the blade into the cuts, use the drill to make a hole at each end where the nails will be placed. Now the blade can be put into each slot and a 4 cm nail put through each hole in the wood and each hole in the blade. The nails are then bent over with a hammer. The straight piece of wood should now be cut so that it fits into the saw as shown in the diagram.

Fig. 19
Next, hammer a 4 cm nail through one side of the piece of wood and into the end of the straight piece of wood as shown in the diagram at A. Pull the short piece of wood upwards to tighten the blade and hammer the smaller nail (2 or 3 cm) just below the end of the short piece as shown in the diagram at B.

The saw is now ready to use. Caution the pupils not to bend the blade while sawing for if it is bent at too much of an angle, it may break.

You should check the tightness of the blade in this kind of saw every few weeks. If you find a saw with a loose blade, ask the pupil who owns the saw to pull the movable end of the short piece upwards and hammer the short nail in a new place. By repositioning the brace in this way, the blade will be tightened. Have the pupil ask a friend to help since one person must usually hold the short piece while another hammers.

Fig. 20

Saw made with four straight pieces of wood and string
The materials you will need are:

- One hacksaw blade which can be either of the two types shown in Section D. The length can be 25 or 30 cm.

- Four straight pieces of wood from tree branches. Length: larger than 36 cm but less than 38 cm Circumference: between 8 and 10 cm one of these pieces is split along its length into two equal pieces.

- One piece of string which measures more than 200 cm but less than 250 cm

- Two nails, 4 cm long

- Two nails, 6/1/2 cm long

- Hammer

- Drill

- Chisel

- A heavy knife can also be used. (Sometimes called a machete, panga, bolo in various countries.)

**Making the Saw**

First, a hole is made near each end of the two split pieces of wood using the drill. Drill the holes wide enough for a 6/1/2 cm nail to be hammered through without splitting the wood. The holes should be 3 to 5 cm from the ends of the sticks. This procedure is shown in Diagram A. Next, drill one hole in each of two of the other pieces of wood. Each hole is 12 to 15 cm from one end of the wood. This procedure is shown in Diagram B.
The four pieces of wood are then joined together using 6/1/2 cm nails as shown in Diagram C. The ends of the nails are bent using a hammer. Do this carefully so that the pieces of wood do not split.
A cut is now made in the ends of the two pieces of wood where the blade is to be attached. The blade should be able to fit into the two cuts without it becoming bent.

A hole is now made near each end of the pieces of wood where the cuts have just been made. Each hole is placed so that the nail will go through both the hole in the wood and the hole in the end of the blade. Use a hammer to bend the nails which hold the blade. Do this carefully to avoid damaging the wood or the blade.

Fig. 22

Notches are then made between 3 and 5 cm from the ends of the pieces of wood where the string is to be attached.

Fig. 23

Attach the string by wrapping it around the two pieces of wood at the notches. The string should be wrapped 2 or 3 times and then tied together. Put the last piece of wood through the string and turn until the string twists enough to tighten the blade.
The saw is now ready to use.

Fig. 24

You can check the tightness of the blade in this kind of saw by the tightness or looseness of the strings. If a pupil has tightened his or her saw too much and the string has broken so that most of it is lost, it may no longer be possible to tighten the blade properly. Sometimes pupils will attempt to use their saws with no string, or with a broken piece of wood. If you find a saw that needs a part replaced, ask the pupil who owns the saw to replace the broken string or piece of wood before using the saw again. Remind the pupils that if they do not do this, their blade will soon become broken and it is expensive to replace a blade.

Permanent hammer with bamboo handle

Fig. 25

Bamboo can be used to make a handle for a permanent hammer. It is a good material for making the handle if a strong type is available. It is also very easy to make a handle using this material.

You will need the following materials:
• One piece of bamboo which is between 30 and 40 cm long and with a circumference between 12 and 16 cm.

Fig. 26

- One large nut and bolt (See Temporary Hammer for dimensions)
- Saw
- Temporary Hammer
- Chisel

Making the Hammer

Saw the bamboo as shown in Diagram A. Make two small cuts in the bamboo 2 cm apart as shown on diagram. These two cuts should be near the end which includes the joint (where the branches once grew). Use the chisel and hammer to remove the piece of bamboo so that there is a hole. Now do the same thing on the other side of the bamboo so that the bolt can be put through the opening and the nut tightened.

Diagram A

After the bolt has been put through the bamboo handle, and the nut screwed on until the bolt is not loose, the hammer is ready for use.

Making the Hammer into a Nail Remover

Sometimes when hammering nails into wood, it is necessary to stop and remove the nail because it is bent or will not go into that particular spot. You can cut a slot in your bolt which will enable you to use it as a nail remover. You can only make the nail remover if the bolt is sticking out about 1 cm or more from the nut.
In cutting the bolt with the hacksaw, first make a vertical cut about 1 cm deep. Then cut between 2 and 3 mm away from the first cut. (mm - millimeter; a millimeter is one tenth of a centimeter.) This second cut should be a diagonal one. It is important that the cut be made no larger than 3 mm. If the cut is wider, it will be difficult to remove any nails.

The slot should be wide enough so that a 6/1/2 cm nail can fit into it, but not wide enough for a 7/1/2 cm nail to fit. If the slot is wider than this, the heads of smaller nails will not be caught by the slot. Since the pupils work mostly with 4 and 5 cm nails, this is very important.

If the piece of metal does not come out after you have made the cuts, move it back and forth until you can force it out with a nail or other small pointed object.

Fig. 27

Permanent hammer with wood handle
If bamboo is not available in your area, you can make a permanent hammer using a thick branch from a tree.

You will need the following materials:

One piece of wood, 30 cm long and 12 to 16 cm around one large nut and bolt

Chisel

Temporary hammer

Heavy knife

Making the Hammer

With a heavy knife, such as a panga or machete, shape the lower part of the branch so that it has the form shown in the following diagram.

**Fig.28**

Mark off the area at the thick end of the handle where the bolt will go. With a chisel and a hammer, cut through the wood inside the pencil mark until you have made a hole completely through the thickness of the wood. Remember to cut away small pieces at a time. When you think the hole looks big enough, try forcing the bolt through. If it does not fit, keep cutting with the chisel until it does. Try to cut the hole so that the bolt will fit tightly. Finally, push it the bolt through, and place the nut tightly on the end of the bolt. A nail remover can also be added to this type of hammer (See Section F).

**Tin can drill**

The tin can drill is a tool which is relatively easy to make. Drilling holes with this tool is quicker and takes less effort than drilling holes with the manual drill described earlier.

**Diagram A**
You will need the following materials:

One large coffee tin with fitting lid

Pole (dowel or piece of branch) 1 meter long, 6-8 cm around

Two blocks of wood 3 cm wide, 10 cm long and about as thick as the rod

Leather strap or strong twine which is approximately 7 decimeters long

One piece of wire approximately the same thickness as a coathanger, a little bit longer than the diameter
Eight nails, 4 cm long
Nine nails, 2/ cm long
One nail, 5 cm long
Saw
Drill
Hammer

Method for Making the Drill

Cut a rod which is approximately 1 meter long and 6-8 cm around. Cut this rod in half to form two pieces which are 5 decimeters each. One of these forms the center pole (A) and the other piece needs to be cut in half again to form pieces B and C.

Diagram B

Now cut two blocks of wood (D and E) which are approximately 10 cm long, 3 cm wide, and about as thick as the rod. These blocks will secure B and C in place to form the handle. B and C should be just far enough apart to allow the center pole (A) to slide easily through as shown in Diagram C.

Diagram C

Cut holes in the top and bottom of the 1 kilogram coffee can which are just big enough for the pole (A) to fit snugly through. These holes need to be in the very center of each end.

The next step is to wire the rod to the can near the top of the can. Punch two holes in opposite sides of the can near the top using a nail. Now drill a hole through the pole. To determine where you want the hole, hold the pole next to the can with the bottom end of the pole extending approximately 3 cm below the bottom edge of the can. Mark the point on the rod which is between the two small holes in the can. At this point drill your hole. Now pass a wire through the hole in the pole and both holes in the tin. Bend each end of the wire where it comes out of the can. The center of the wire passes through the hole in the pole.
Nail the middle of the leather strap to the top of pole A. Nail the ends of the strap (or twine) to the ends of blocks D and E as shown in Diagram A. The strap (twine) should be just long enough to hang the handle approximately 3 cm from the top of the can at its lowest point. Secure the strap, by lashing, taping or tackling, to the top of the pole.

The next step is to attach the point of the drill. Flatten the end of a 5 cm nail. Pound the 5 cm nail into the bottom of pole A. At least 3 cm of the nail should be showing. Cut off the head of the nail (as described in Section C). File the end of the nail to a point. The nail will need to be resharpened from time to time. The size of the nail will determine the size of the hole that can be drilled. You may want to make different drills with different sized points. Fill the can with rocks, sand, or some other heavy material. Your drill is now ready to use.

To use the drill, first twist the handle so that the strap is wound up all the way, then pump the handle up and down giving the can a back and forth rotary motion.

**Holding the wood with a bench hook**

Fig. 29

When sawing or drilling wood it is often a problem to hold the piece of wood so that it does not move. This is especially true when a person is working without another person to help. A simple piece of equipment to hold a branch is shown in the diagram above. The following diagram shows this support being used. This is called a bench hook.

Fig. 30
You will need the following materials:

- Three pieces of wood more than 30 cm but less than 36 cm long and between 6 and 8 cm around
- Two pieces of wood which are between 11/1/2 and 13 cm long and are between 6 and 8 cm around
- Six nails, 5 cm long
- Saw
- Hammer
- Drill
- Chisel

The three longer pieces of wood are used as they are. The two smaller pieces of wood are chiseled so that they have the shape shown in the diagram below.

Fig. 31
Drill three holes in each of the two smaller pieces of wood, in the places shown in the diagram below.

*Fig. 32*

Attach one small piece of wood to the top of one end of the three longer pieces, and the second small piece underneath the other end of the three longer pieces. This can be done by putting a nail into each hole in the short pieces and hammering each nail through and into a long piece. To secure, hammer the points of the nails so they are bent back. The bench hook is then ready for use; it looks like the one shown in the diagram at the beginning of this section.

*Another wood holder*

*Fig. 33*

Four wood holders are usually needed to hold a piece of wood vertically for sawing. See Diagram B on page 25.

To make the wood holders you will need the following materials:

- Four pieces of wood
  - Length: more than 8 cm but less than 10 cm
  - Circumference: If a string is put around the wood and marked, the marks on the string should be between 6 and 8 cm apart

- Four nails, 5 cm long

- Hammer
Making a Wood Holder

Use a drill to make a hole in the center of a piece of wood. Choose a drill which will make a hole that is slightly smaller than the nail that will fit into it. Drill the hole almost through the other side of the wood. Diagram A shows the wood supported by a bench hook while being drilled. Then hammer the nail through the hole until the head of the nail reaches the wood. The best place to do this is on soft ground from which the nail, attached now to the wood, can easily be removed.

Diagram A

Four of these wood holders can be used to hold what you are sawing securely against a log or large piece of wood as shown.

Diagram B
Knife from metal packing strip

Fig. 34

Materials for the knife:

- One piece of metal strapping from an old packing crate. The metal strip should be of a kind that is thick and does not bend easily.
  Length : about 10 cm
  Width : about 2 cm

- Two nails, 4 cm long

- One nail, 15 cm long

- One piece of wood 12 cm long and 10 cm around

- Hammer

- Saw
Making the Knife

Put holes in one end of the metal strip. Use the 15 cm nail to make the holes. The holes should be placed in the metal strip as shown in the diagram.

Fig. 35

If the piece of wood is a branch of a tree, cut out one part as shown in the diagram.

Fig. 36

Hammer the two nails through the holes in the metal and through the wood. Use a saw to cut off the ends of the nails. Sharpen one edge of the metal on a hard stone or with a file. The knife is now ready to use.

Caution your pupils about using these knives. Some children will use the knife so that the sharp edge is coming towards them. This is dangerous. Tell them to carve away from themselves. They can also carve on a table.

Combination saw and knife

Fig. 37
Materials you will need to make the combination saw and knife are:

- One broken hacksaw blade between 12 and 14 cm long
- One piece of wood
  - Length: between 10 and 12 cm
  - Circumference: between 9 and 10 cm (as measured by string)
- One nail, 5 cm long
- Saw
- Drill

**Making the Combination Saw and Knife**

The piece of wood is cut along the length of the stick as shown in the following diagram. The depth of the cut should be equal to the width of the blade.

Fig. 38

Drill a hole with a small diameter in the middle of the stick as shown. The broken hacksaw blade is inserted into the slot until the hole in the blade is lined up with the hole in the wood. The nail is then inserted. Bend over the nail which sticks out of the other side.

The edge of the blade that does not have teeth should be sharpened on a hard stone or with a file. You now have a tool which can be used as a knife or as a small saw.

**A screwdriver**

In certain schools, children may be able to use screws, instead of nails, for joining pieces of wood. If screws are available in your school, your pupils will find this screwdriver useful.
You will need the following materials:

- One piece of wood
  Length: more than 9 cm but less than 14 cm
  Circumference: If a string is put around the wood and marked the marks should be more than 12 cm but less than 15 cm

- One nail, 10 cm long

- Saw

- Hammer

- Chisel

- Bench Hook

- Drill

*Making the Screwdriver*

Use the bench hook as a support. Then, with a chisel and hammer or a heavy knife, shape the piece of wood so that it looks like the handle shown in the diagram.

*Fig. 40*

Use a drill that will make a hole a little smaller than the nail. Make a hole in the end of the handle as deep as it is possible to make with the drill. Use the saw to cut the nail near the head of the nail, as shown in the diagram.

*Fig. 41*
Flatten the part of the nail where you have cut it until it looks like this:

Fig. 42

Flatten the other end of the nail (End B) until it looks like this:

Fig. 43

Decide how thick the point of the screwdriver will be. This controls where you will cut off the flattened part of the nail. Use a saw to cut off the end of the nail.

Fig. 44

A little rubbing on a piece of stone, or some filing, may be needed to remove sharp pieces of metal.

Fig. 45

When the point of the screwdriver is complete, it should look like this:
Too much rubbing on a stone can destroy the usefulness as a screwdriver; if the point looks like this, it is not good.

Most nails that you will buy are probably of a soft metal. When you use the screwdriver, the point of it will become damaged or twisted quickly. You can harden the point by using the method which is described in making the chisel point hard (Section B.).

It is only necessary to harden the end of the nail which will be the blade of the screwdriver. The other end, which has been roughly flattened, does not need hardening.

Now put the blade of the screwdriver on a large piece of soft wood and hold the handle so that the flattened part of the nail (End A) is in the hole in the handle. Use a hammer to hit the other end of the handle so that the flattened end of the nail goes into the hole in the handle. When the nail seems firmly attached in the handle, stop hammering. Twist the screwdriver gently to remove the blade from the large piece of soft wood. The screwdriver is now ready to use.

Tongs

There may be occasions when you need to remove hot objects from a fire such as a hot nail or pot. A useful tool for this purpose is a pair of tongs. These can be made easily from a tree branch.
You will need the following materials:

- One straight branch  
  Length: Not less than 17 cm  
  Circumference: Between 8 and 9 cm
- One nail, 4 cm long
- Saw
- Hammer
- Chisel
- Four wood holders
- Bench Hook

Making the Tongs

Secure the branch to a tree or log with wood holders. Make a cut 13 cm in length in the branch, as shown.

Fig. 49
Now remove the branch from the wood holders. Cut off the extra wood at the other end, so your piece is 17 cm long. Again, hold the branch with wood holders this time with the end with the 13 cm cut down. The end that is up should now be cut to a depth of 4 cm at right angles to the 13 cm cut. The diagrams illustrate these cuts.

Actual Size

Fig. 50

Use your chisel and hammer to chip away at point "A" as shown in the diagram. Chisel a little away at a time. Do this until the cuts are connected. Turn the branch over and do the same thing to connect the two cuts on the other side.

Fig. 51
At this point you should be able to pull the branch apart into two pieces as shown in the diagram.

Fig. 52

With a drill, make a hole through both pieces. Put a nail through these two holes. Bend the pointed end of the nail. Your tongs are now completed.

Fig. 53

Tweezers
There will be some occasions when you will be working with small objects. It may be difficult to handle these objects. There may also be times when you want to pull out some small object which is inside a certain device, and you cannot get at it with your fingers. In these situations you can use tweezers.

Tweezers from a Branch

Find a small branch of a tree which is "Y" shaped. Cut off the bigger branch so that it is of a size which will fit nicely in the palm of your hand. Make sure it is flexible. That is, squeeze the two arms until they touch each other. When you let go, they will spring back to their original position.

Fig. 54

With a sharp knife, cut the ends so that they are thin and tapered. Any small object, such as a nail or pin, can be picked up.

Fig. 55

Metal Strapping Tweezers

Use a piece of metal strapping from an old packing crate to make these tweezers. Try to get a strip thick enough to be a bit rigid but still somewhat flexible. Its length can be between 20 and 24 cm. Round off the two ends by rubbing the metal on a hard stone. Bend this piece in half.

Fig. 56
The two arms should spring back to their original position when your fingers are not pushing them together.

**Fig. 57**

*Bamboo Strip Tweezers*

Find a piece of bamboo that is about 28 to 30 cm in length. With a heavy knife, cut a 1 cm wide piece from the large bamboo. If the strip is very thick, cut some of the inside away with a knife until it is about 1/2 cm in thickness. With the shiny side down, make two small cuts on the rough side.

**Fig. 58**

Carefully bend the strip at the two cuts so that the shiny side is inside. With a knife, shave the two ends so that they are thin and come to a point.
Tin cutting using the chisel or a tin cutter

A convenient way to cut tins is to nail a pole into the top of a work table. The board shown in Diagram A has been rounded near its end and has been nailed into the table. About 15 cm of the board are beyond the edge of the table. A tin can be put on this part of the pole, and then cut with a chisel and a hammer as shown in Diagram B. In this way, a useful square or rectangular piece of metal can be cut out of each tin. The remaining tin is also useful as a stand for heating things.

It is also possible to cut a piece of metal from a tin without nailing a pole onto a table. This method, shown below, is much more difficult.
A special tool for cutting the top out of a tin can be made with a 15 cm nail. Rub the head of the nail on a rough stone or rough cement floor until it has the shape shown in Diagram C.

Diagram C

Diagram D
The sharpened edge of the nail is now placed at the edge of the tin, and the other part of the head is hit with a hammer as shown in Diagram D.

Each time the hammer hits the nail, a small part of the tin is cut. Move the nail and hit it again. Do this until the top of the tin is removed.

A heating stand made from a tin

Using one of the methods of cutting a tin shown previously, you can make heating stands while you obtain rectangular pieces of metal to use for other purposes.

Fig. 61
The stand is used like this:

It has the advantages that

1. a breeze will not disturb the flame, and
2. heat can be prevented from rising all around what is being heated, which might contain something that could burn or melt.

How to make a round hole in a tin
In cases where one wants to insert a tube into a tin tightly so that there is no leakage between the tube and the hole it fits into, it is necessary to make a round hole in the tin. If the hole is large enough to be able to fit the case of a Bic pen into (or a very small hollow bamboo branch) use the following method. First, make a tiny hole with a nail having a length of 5 centimeters. Then enlarge the hole with a 6 cm nail, followed by a 10 cm nail, and lastly by a 15 cm nail. It is important that these four nails be used in this way. If only the largest nail is used, it will make a square hole because the point of the nail has four sides.

**Making an equal arm balance**

Many science lessons can be improved by having weighing equipment available for the students to use. Often there is only one triple arm balance or weighing scale in the science room, and the teacher is apprehensive that it may become broken if students are allowed to use it.

Simple designs for equal arm balances that can be made from easily available materials are shown here.

Several details of design affect how sensitive a balance is:

1. Friction at the center point.
2. Whether the center hole is placed above or below the end holes.
3. The weight of the beam and where the center of gravity of the beam is located compared to the center hole.

Friction at the center point can be kept very low as long as the pivot uses rolling instead of sliding friction. Using a nail that rolls on the edges of tins is one effective way to keep friction at the pivot from being a problem, and is the method used in the diagrams that follow.

**Fig. 64**

To investigate the effect of having the end holes

a. below the center hole, and
b. in line with the center hole, make the holes shown in the following diagram in a wooden ruler.

Fig. 65

![Diagram of holes in a ruler]

Put a nail in the center hole, which is approximately at the center of gravity of the ruler. Then hang a hook or lightweight container from the lower holes at each end of the ruler. Get many small objects that all have the same weight. These could be common pins, paper clips or staples. one of these objects should be enough to unbalance the ruler. (If the ruler does not hang level at first, put an elastic band around the portion of it that is higher, and use its position to adjust the ruler so it is level.)

Then put five pins on each side. Add a sixth to one side. Does the ruler move? Add five more pins to each side, so you have ten on each side. Add an eleventh to one side. Does the ruler move? Continue this procedure for fifteen and twenty pins.

Now hang your hook or light weight container from the upper holes at each end of the ruler. Do the same thing, testing the sensitivity to detect the weight of one pin when there are zero, five, ten, fifteen and twenty other pins already in each container.

You will find that in one case, the sensitivity decreased greatly when many pins were already on each container. This characteristic is useful when you want students to quickly compare objects that are approximately the same weight with other objects that are very different in weight, such as being only half as heavy. Too much sensitivity might make every object seem different in weight from every other object, and the students would get bogged down. Measuring the potato cubes in Part I of Preserving Food by Drying is an activity Where the balances purposefully should not be very sensitive.

Now make one more hole in the center of the ruler, so it looks as follows:

Fig. 66

![Diagram of a ruler with additional hole]

In this explanation, the weight of the beam is staying the same it is the weight of a ruler. If you need to make an extremely sensitive balance, the same principles described here can be used with a light weight beam made from thin cardboard. Similarly, if a more rugged balance is needed for heavier weights, a design using parts of a tree could be made, similar to the diagram at the end of this explanation.

Now put the nail in the new hole you have made near the edge of the ruler. First put it on the pivot with the hole near the lower edge of the ruler. You will see that it does not balance when it is used this way. This is because the center of gravity of the ruler is above the pivot. The ruler tries to fall to a position where its center of gravity is below the pivot.

Now put the ruler on the pivot so the new hole (with a nail through it that rests on the edges of the tins) is near the top edge of the ruler. Repeat the same procedure of testing the sensitivity of the balance by putting one pin on one side, when you have zero, five, ten, fifteen and twenty pins already in the containers at each end of the beam.
You now have seen how the sensitivity varies according to where you make the holes at each end, and the hole in the center that the pivoting nail goes in. Now you will be able to make a balance where you can design what the sensitivity will be, even if you use materials such as shown in the following diagram:

Fig.67

Detecting changes in temperature without a thermometer

In a number of the activities* where an increase of temperature takes place, it can be felt with your hand. These are Activities I-3B, I-4C, I-4C Further Study, I-5A and I-10.

(*The classroom activities referred to here are those described in Peace Corps ICE manual M10, Preserving Food by Drying: A Math-Science Teaching Manual.)

In several other activities, the increases in temperature can be noted the same way, but it would be desirable to improve both measuring skills and understanding of the situations by making a somewhat more quantitative measurement. The approaches suggested here apply to these activities: I-5B, I-7, I-7 Further Study, I-8B, I-11A, I-11B and II-2.

In the Further Study following Activity I-3A, a laboratory thermometer which can measure temperatures up to 100 C is needed. This is a difficult requirement to meet with improvised temperature measuring devices, but perhaps you can invent one or locate an existing design that is easy to make and works well. If you do, please communicate it to the Information Collection and Exchange office. Also, please let us know about your successful or unsuccessful attempts to measure temperature in any of the lessons.

In many industrial applications, temperatures are measured using pieces of material that melt at known temperatures. For example, in Activity I-7, three tiles are placed in the sun. They are all
horizontal. One is black, one is earth colored, and the other one is white. On each tile, you could put a piece of margarine and a piece of wax. Whether both of these melt on each tile, and how long it takes could be noted. Maybe in your locality, both of these melt too easily. Can you find another material that melts at a higher temperature?

The following device can measure small and medium changes of temperature.

Fig. 68

![Diagram of a device to measure temperature changes](image)

This part must all be in the place where temperature is being measured.

The air trapped in the tube expands as the temperature rises. Experiment with the size of the air space. A small air space gives less sensitivity, but a higher temperature can be measured without the water spilling out the end of the tube. The range has an upper limit near the boiling point of water because too much water vapor forms in the air space. Positions along the tube can be marked, or it can be glued to a piece of paper, pasteboard, plastic or wood, and that can be marked.

The following device is useful for measuring relatively small changes in temperature. Air in the body of the pen expands to move the colored water. Air must be free to leave or enter the tip. Water getting in it will impair its operation.

Fig. 69

![Diagram of a Bic pen device](image)

Complete transparent Bic pen, except ball has been removed from the tip.

All connections must be sealed, including the small hole on the side of the pen. When the air is warmed and expands, it pushes the colored water. It must not escape elsewhere. The whole device is sensitive to change of temperature. Either the whole thing should be put in the place where temperature is being measured, or the same length must be used for all measurements which are to be compared. It also responds to your warm fingers, and thus must be held some other way.
As you can see, these devices have some merit, and we are anxious to hear of your efforts to use them. However, they also have limitations. Perhaps they can be adapted in some way to become better.

The conditions of measurement in the various activities are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Wet or Dry</th>
<th>Amount of temperature change</th>
<th>Temperature present over a large or small area</th>
<th>Calibration of device needs numbered uniform intervals</th>
<th>Temperature too hot to touch by hand for very long</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I-5b</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>slight</td>
<td>can be either</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-7</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>moderate to large</td>
<td>large area</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-7</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>large area</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further Study</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>moderate to large</td>
<td>large area</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-8b</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>moderate to large</td>
<td>large area</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>maybe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-11a</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>depends on size of equipment</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II-2</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td>moderate</td>
<td>depends on size of equipment</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I-3a</td>
<td>Further Study</td>
<td>wet</td>
<td>very large</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Making a set of weights**

Without a set of weights, an equal arm balance can be used to see whether various objects are equal in weight or not. This is done in Activity I-6* where the equal arm balance shows that if one of the cubes is cut into several pieces, the pieces still weigh the same as the other cube that was not cut.

(* Peace Corps ICE Manual M10, Preserving Food by Drying, p.51)

If the objects are to be weighed with the equal arm balance, a set of weights is needed. This is necessary where the weight of a piece of fresh food is to be compared with the weight of the same piece of food after it has been dried. The equal arm balance can be used for weighing by putting the piece of food on one side of the balance and by putting enough weights on the other side to balance the food.

The set of weights should be based on some easily available objects that all weigh about the same. In Section S, things like staples, common pins, and paper clips are suggested for testing the sensitivity of the balance. However, these are too light to be useful for weighing the food pieces. They also have the disadvantage that unless they are all bought from the same source, they may not all have the same weight. Washers also do not make suitable weights, because they are made from scrap pieces of sheet metal, and although the diameter may be the same, the thickness varies tremendously.

Bottletops from Coca-Cola, Fanta and beer bottles are quite uniform in weight. These are probably the best things on which to base your set of weights. They have the added advantage of being obtainable for free.
The set of weights can consist only of bottletops. For example, a piece of food might weigh 130 bottletops fresh and 47 bottle-tops after being dried. This gets to be a lot of bottletops to pile on the balance, however.

Somewhat heavier objects that are quite uniform are batteries of the kind used in flashlights and radios. The weights may vary between batteries from different makers, but all batteries of a certain type made by the same company should weigh about the same. Consider that you have some small batteries that each weigh 14 bottletops, and some large batteries that each weigh 55 bottletops. To weigh the fresh food in the example, two large batteries would equal 110 bottletops, one small battery would add 14, and 6 bottletops would add the rest, to reach the total of 130 bottletops of weight. To weigh the dried fruit, three small batteries would equal 42 bottletops, and 5 bottletops would be added to balance the food’s weight of 47 bottletops.

Objects such as these can be used to make sets of weights suitable for all the food drying activities in this book.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fresh Food</th>
<th>Dried Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Object on balance</td>
<td>X Object weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Batter</td>
<td>2 X 55 = 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small Battery</td>
<td>1 X 14 = 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottletops</td>
<td>6 X 1 = 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total weight bottletops</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conversions between metric, British and American weights and measures

These conversions have been rounded to produce values that are easy to work with and to remember. However, they are all within 2 percent of the exact values.

**LENGTH**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British and American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 centimeter</td>
<td>= 4/10 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 decimeter</td>
<td>= 4 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 meter</td>
<td>= 40 inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kilometer</td>
<td>= 5/8 mile</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British and American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 inch</td>
<td>= 2.5 centimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 foot</td>
<td>= 3 decimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 yard</td>
<td>= 9/10 meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 mile</td>
<td>= 1.6 kilometer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AREA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British and American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 square decimeter</td>
<td>= 15.5 square inches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 square meter</td>
<td>= 10.8 square feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 square meter</td>
<td>= 1.2 square yards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 hectare</td>
<td>= 2.5 acres</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British and American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 square inch</td>
<td>= 6.5 square centimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 square foot</td>
<td>= 9.3 square decimeters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 square yard</td>
<td>= 5/6 square meter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 acre</td>
<td>= 4/10 hectare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### VOLUME

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British</th>
<th>American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 milliliters</td>
<td>3.4 ounces</td>
<td>3.5 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 milliliters</td>
<td>17.0 ounces</td>
<td>17.5 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 liter</td>
<td>0.88 quart</td>
<td>1.06 quart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 liters</td>
<td>1.1 gallons</td>
<td>1.3 gallons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### British Metric American Metric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>British</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>American</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 cubic inch</td>
<td>= 16.4 milliliters</td>
<td>1 cubic inch</td>
<td>= 16.4 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ounce</td>
<td>= 28.0 milliliters</td>
<td>1 ounce</td>
<td>= 30.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ounces (pint)</td>
<td>= 140.0 milliliters</td>
<td>4 ounces (cup)</td>
<td>= 120.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ounces (pint)</td>
<td>= 280.0 milliliters</td>
<td>8 ounces (cup)</td>
<td>= 240.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pint (20 ounces)</td>
<td>= 560.0 milliliters</td>
<td>1 pint (16 ounces)</td>
<td>= 480.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 quart (40 ounces)</td>
<td>= 1.1 liters</td>
<td>1 quart (32 ounces)</td>
<td>= 960.0 ml</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 gallon (4 quarts)</td>
<td>= 4.5 liters</td>
<td>1 gallon (4 quarts)</td>
<td>= 3.8 l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Miscellaneous

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 bottle top (Coca-Cola, etc.)</td>
<td>= 3.5 milliliters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 usual teaspoon</td>
<td>= 4 to 5 milliliters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 measuring teaspoon</td>
<td>= 5 milliliters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tablespoon, eating</td>
<td>= 8 to 10 milliliters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 tablespoon, serving</td>
<td>= 14 to 16 milliliters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 measuring tablespoon</td>
<td>= 15 milliliters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: 40 British ounces - 1 British (Imperial) quart, and 32 American ounces = 1 American quart. The ounces are almost the same size but this relationship creates a difference of about 20 percent in the size of pints, quarts and gallons between British and American measurement of volume.

### WEIGHT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>British and American</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 grams</td>
<td>= 7/20 ounce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 grams</td>
<td>= 3.5 ounces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 kilogram</td>
<td>= 2.2 pounds</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Metric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ounce</td>
<td>= 28 grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 pound</td>
<td>= 450 grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 pounds</td>
<td>= 4.5 kilograms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The British and American units of weight shown above are the ones in common use, the "Avoirdupois" system, which has 16 ounces in a pound. Another system exists in both Britain and
America, the "apothecary" or "troy" system. Its pound, which equals about 370 grams, contains 12 ounces. This system is only used in certain specialties.
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